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WAGNER’S LEGATO™ RAILING COLLECTION COMBINES SIMPLICITY WITH STYLE
Manufacturing leader launches sleek, durable glass railing system with a range of options to customize your look
Milwaukee, WI – April 1, 2015 – Wagner introduces its new, easy-to-install, quality glass railing collection that comes in a
range of high-performing, attractive design options to customize its visual appearance.
The Legato Collection’s straightforward installation process makes it an ideal solution for a range of projects and
applications. The non-weld system allows for faster, simpler installation with no special training necessary. Plus, with
minimal glass preparation required, the streamlined and uncomplicated installation results in a significant reduction in labor
costs.
Despite its simplified installation process, Legato maintains quality as well as safety and code compliance when properly
specified and installed. Constructed with Type 316 satin-finished stainless steel, the metal railings provide low-maintenance
durability with superior rust resistance, making it ideal for outdoor performance. Also deemed a Green building material and
worthy of LEED credits, its sleek, clean lines and glass infill system provide a sophisticated and bright aesthetic value to
enhance the overall look and feel of any space.
The collection’s simplified ordering process also eliminates confusion and saves time. Legato is available for prompt
shipping, and all metal railing components arrive together. Specs and drawings are also readily available to further
streamline the selection process. Legato comes in two options:
The Legato Railing Collection accommodates guard, stair or ramp applications for a range of glass thicknesses. The
glass infill is secured via glass mounting hardware, and the system is available in an assortment of post shapes and glass
mounting designs, offering surface, embedded and fascia post mounting options with mid, end and corner post
configurations.
The Legato SRP option accommodates straight guard applications with a 1/2″ glass thickness. The glass infill is secured
via slotted tube rails that are held in place with concealed fasteners. The Legato SRP offers surface and fascia post
mounting options with mid, end and corner post configurations.
Wagner’s Legato Railing Collection fulfills demand in the marketplace for an attractive, quality, easily specified and installed
glass railing solution without the hassle typically associated with these types of applications.
For more information or to request a sample, go to www.legatorailing.com

About The Wagner Companies
A proven leader in the metal industry since 1850, The Wagner Companies has evolved to become the go-to resource for
architectural railing systems and expertise. A manufacturer and worldwide supplier of handrail fittings and metal products for
custom and industrial applications, the company thrives on innovative collaboration with its customers. Specializing in
architectural components, architectural railings and systems, and Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) products,
Wagner offers laser, bending, stamping and finishing capabilities as well as engineering assistance. The company’s large
inventory of raw materials and over 3,700 stock items in steel, brass, bronze, aluminum, and stainless steel accommodates
numerous applications around the globe. For more information, visit www.wagnercompanies.com or call 888-243-6914.

